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Abstract
The development of eyesight and the subsequent ability to process images was a crucial advantage 
in the evolution of mammalian species. By sensing light in the surroundings, animals could access a
vast amount of additional information in which to explore, learn, and conquer their environment. 
However, our eyes – and most engineered devices – lack sensitivity to many optical information 
channels - such as certain wavevectors, polarization states, and intensities. Optical metamaterials 
can overcome this limit, significantly increasing the information that can be accessed from the 
environment. These nanomaterials offer precise control over the amplitude, phase, frequency, and 
polarization state of light in an ultra-compact, subwavelength footprint. This presentation will 
describe advances in metamaterials, and in particular how they can be utilized to visualize and 
control chiral light-matter interactions. By enhancing the absorption of circularly polarized light, we
discuss how metamaterials enable a suite of applications spanning health, sustainability, and 
information, including i) high-sensitivity detection of chiral molecules; ii) all-optical separation of 
chiral molecules; iii) all-optical magnetic switching; and iv) an all-optical nanoscale diode.
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